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Two young ladies contend with the Royal College of Wizards in Regency London: First in the
series filled with “magical twists and turns” (San Diego Union-Tribune). Since they were children,
cousins Kate and Cecelia have been inseparable. But in 1817, as they approach adulthood, their
families force them to spend a summer apart. As Cecelia fights boredom in her small country
town, Kate visits London to mingle with the brightest lights of English society. At the initiation of a
powerful magician into the Royal College of Wizards, Kate finds herself alone with a mysterious
witch who offers her a sip from a chocolate pot. When Kate refuses the drink, the chocolate
burns through her dress and the witch disappears. It seems that strange forces are convening to
destroy a beloved wizard, and only Kate and Cecelia can stop the plot. But for two girls who
have to contend with the pressures of choosing dresses and beaux for their debuts, deadly
magic is only one of their concerns. This ebook features illustrated biographies of Patricia C.
Wrede and Caroline Stevermer including rare photos and never-before-seen documents from
the authors’ personal collections. 
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L. Pierce, “Wonderful fantasy/regency romance. Loved, LOVED, LOVED this book. This was
recommended to me by someone. I do wish I could remember who. I need to thank them! The
book is written as a series of letters between 2 cousins. One is in London for the season, the
other still at home. In so many ways, I felt I was reading a Georgette Heyer, all hail the queen of
regency romance, book. The heroines were bright and did not allow themselves to be defined
by the norms.I laughed and worried about the heroines. Be aware, the men really do play
secondary characters. I am going to order book 2 and 3. If they are half as good as this one, I
will be thrilled.I highly recommend this book for any Heyer fan who likes a tough of magic thrown
in for fun!”

Clarabelle, “Written as a series of letters between two young women.. The plot itself is fun and
well thought out. I quickly wearied of the device used - the entire story written as a series of
letters between the two young women - within about 4 pages. This led to me skimming rather
than savoring the book. I very much wish the writers would leave this as a rhetorical device.That
said, it's a very enjoyable, novel storyline. Their character development is not top-notch, but I'm
used to the finely honed approaches of Georgette Heyer and a very few modern writers of
historical romance-mystery. The story line is so enjoyable, as is the setting, that I found myself
wanting to read it in one sitting.As a small aside, the price of the Kindle versions is too high, so
the other (currently) two books in the series shall remain unread by me.”

Tom Crepeau, Author, “So Good a Fantasy I Didn't Notice It was A Romance Until After. I don't
remember which book of Patricia Wrede's I first found, but I own and love all of them that I've
ever seen. I think I first read Sorcery and Cecelia in 1988. Nowadays, I read the three books of
this series plus Mairelon the Magician and The Magician's Ward (currently published together as
A Matter of Magic) every year. I can't normally read a romance, but this is so good I didn't notice
it was a romance until after I'd finished reading it. I love fantasy, and Wrede's fantasies, including
her collaborations with Caroline Stevermer, are all wonderful. They carry my highest
recommendation. Written as a series of letters between two young ladies old enough to make
their societal debut, one of whom is coming out in London and one of which must stay at the
home in the country where she grew up, Kate and Celia are going to make their way through
society, and Society had better watch out (especially after the incident with the goat! (the
authors eventually give us the highlights, but not the details of the incident)). Magic and training
in magic (or the lack thereof), plays an important and delightful role in the novels.In short, I've
loved everything of Wrede's I've encountered. Sorcery and Cecelia in particular.”

Karen Talley, “A fun read for all age groups. Take a Georgette Heyer book and mix it with Harry
Potter characters and you will get an idea of the fun to be had reading this book! Two young
cousins are separated for the London season, with one remaining in the country. They



communicate only by letter (but such FUN letters!) and with the help of fascinating secondary
characters take on an evil wizard and a sorceress who are set to wreak havoc on their loved
ones. Magic and mayhem occur with an HEA for more than one couple. A delightful read!No
sexual situations to offend any readers and the book is appropriate for tweens and adults alike.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A charming tip of the hat to Georgette Heyer (and Jane Austen). Love,
love, love this book. I actually lucked into it back when it was originally published in 1988 and
stubbornly held on to my tattered paperback even when it was fetching huge prices on
Amazon. I've enjoyed the sequels, but the original is the best.It's an epistolary novel, where the
story is told in letters between two friends and cousins when one (Kate) is hauled into London
for her season while Cecy stays home and finds things are a bit more interesting than she
expected.This is basically the Regency world of Heyer, if Heyer had written a Regency world
that included magic. Each author took a character, so you get a clear idea of each character.It's
also pretty funny, especially when the two get involved in magical doings with all sorts of
consequences, including a couple of young men. As with Heyer's work (and Austen's) there are
several romances, including one that is somewhat unexpected, a bit of kerfuffle and a happy
ending.Read it when you want a well written Regency or fantasy (or both) with a happy ending,
engaging characters and a lot of fun along the way.”

Aisling D., “Good, and clever... but not completely engaging. I like this book, and it is
entertaining, but I can't say it's as engaging as typical Regencies or cozy mysteries.The concept
is clever. The presentation is fun, with the women writing back and forth to each other. Their
"voices" are distinct and their correspondence is very chatty at times. I like that part.However, I
feel as if the author tried to bring too many elements into the story. And, at times, I felt like I was
reading a mix of irrelevant "news" and... well, kind of an information dump. It's not that the clues
were dropped heavy-handed, but sometimes the context was a little jarring. It's difficult to
explain, but -- for me, anyway -- those elements broke up the flow of the reading.I recommend
this book, anyway, as a clever approach... and sort of a mash-up of Regency and cozy mystery,
with some metaphysical and Gothic elements thrown in.Regency purists may flinch at the mix.
Though this book is light, it's not Marion Chesney's style. It's a little more contemporary
(modern) and kind of fun. However, it has a "first book" feeling to it, though the innovative
concepts make up for the occasional disconnect in style.”

Andrew J. Codling, “A charming enjoyable book. I love this book.Originally this was written by
two authors each writing letters on behalf of one of the characters, one in London doing her
season and the other back home in the country, it was then 'tidied up' so that it made a better
book.Magic, evil, heroism, despair, goats in bedrooms this book has it all and maybe because it
was written a few years ago no elves, no vampires and no sex (I'm not anti sex, but reading
about it in YA books where it seems the author has never even been french kissed really annoys



me).The story is light and fluffy but the characterisations are wonderful.Now if only the further
books in the series weren't so dashed expensive”

E. Muhlhause, “Why didn't I read this year's ago?. Charming, engaging, addictive storytelling in a
Regency setting with a dash of magic. The two heroines are clever, strong, and likeable. Can't
wait to get into the next book.”

KS, “The one book I read again and again.. Love it! Funny and influential.Anyone watching the
recent TV adaptation of Jonathan Strange & Mr Norrell, on the BBC, might well see the influence
that this book had on the style of the characters, and, indeed, some of their lines. I wonder if the
scriptwriters are a fan of Sorcery and Cecelia too...?”

Mrs J A Denning, “Four Stars. Very good”

The book by Patricia C. Wrede has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 340 people have provided feedback.
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